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Abstract

We propose to study the photoproduction of ω mesons on complex
nuclei with the GlueX detector in the photon beam energy range
between 5 GeV and 9 GeV.
Production of ω’s in coherent photoproduction γA→ ωA provides a
possibility to measure the total cross section of transversely polarized
ω mesons with nucleon σT (ωN).
The investigation of incoherent photoproduction γA→ ωA′ (A′ -
nuclear excitation or its break-up products) allows one to extract the
total cross section of the longitudinally polarized ω mesons with
nucleon σL(ωN), which has not yet been measured!!!
We plan to measure the spin density matrix elements of ω mesons on
various nuclei, which provides an opportunity to estimate the value of
σL(ωN).
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Outline
1) Introduction
2) ω mesons photoproduction in coherent region and
extraction of the total cross section of transversely polarized
mesons interaction with nucleons σT (ωN).
3) ω mesons photoproduction in incoherent region and
extraction of the total cross section of longitudinally
polarized mesons with nucleons σL(ωN).
4) Summary
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Introduction
In the late 60’s and early 70’s many experiments on vector mesons
V (ρ, ω, φ) photoproduction off nuclei γ + A→ V + A have been done
at SLAC,DESY,Cornell etc. Such type investigations allows to check
the predictions of vector dominance model (VDM) and quark model,
which for instance predict σ(ρN) = σ(ωN) = σ(π+N)+σ(π−N)

2
The vector particle can be trasversely λ = ±1 or longitudinally λ = 0
polarized. The challenge of polarization impact on strong interaction
at that time does not even considered.
Why!!! The reasons look as follows:
1) In the naive quark model the total cross sections considered as
independent of vector meson polarization σT (VN) = σL(VN).
2) In the coherent photoproduction only tranverse vector mesons can
be produced. As the coherent photoproduction is huge and has clear
and unique theoretical predictions the extraction of σ(VN) has been
done from this part of the cross section.
3)As to the incoherent region to extract σL(VN) one has to pick out
the process, where the bulk of longitudinally vector mesons
produced, which is not the case for ρ, ϕ photoproduction where
s-channel helicity conservation takes place.
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The first indications that interactions of vector mesons with nucleon
depend on its polarization come from the ρ and ϕ electroproduction
on protons. The ratio of the production cross section can be
represented as R = σ(γLp→VLp)

σ(γT p→VT p) = ξ2 Q2

m2
ρ
, where the parameter ξ2

corresponds to the ratio of longitudinal to transverse ρ0 total cross
sections ξ2 = σL(ρp)

σT (ρp) .
The same quantity for ϕ meson:ξ2 = 0.33± 0.08
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Valence quark distributions and vector mesons
polarization

As was shown by B.Ioffe and A.Oganesian (Phys. Rev.
D63,09606,2000) the distribution of valence quarks in the
transversely and longitudinally polarized vector mesons is
significantly different, which should lead to different interactions of
polarized mesons with nucleons.

quarks. It must be mentioned, that in the case of transverser,
the accuracy of our results are worse than for longitudinalr,
because the contribution of higher-order terms of OPE is
larger and the applicability domain inx is narrower. This
fact, however, does not change the qualitative conclusion
formulated above. Now let us discuss the nonpolarizied
r-meson case. Quark distribution functionu(x) in this case
is equal to

ur~x!5@ur
L~x!12ur

T~x!#/3

and we can determineu(x) only in the region, where sum
rules forur

L(x) andur
T are fulfilled, i.e., 0.2&x<0.65. In this

regionur(x) is found to be very close toup(x) ~the differ-
ence in whole range ofx is not more than 10–15 %!.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Let us first discuss the accuracy of our results. In case of
u-quark distribution in pion the main uncertainty comes from
the magnitude ofas^0uc̄cu0&2. For renorminvariant quantity
(2p)4as^uc̄cu0&2 in our calculations we took the value
0.13 GeV6. In fact, however, it is uncertain by a factor of 2.
~Recent determination@24# of this quantity fromt-decay
data indicates that it may be two times larger.! Also the
perturbative corrections introduce some uncertainties, espe-
cially at largex,(x.0.6) where the accounted LO correction
is large~e.g., instead ofLQCD5200 MeV the valueLQCD
5250 MeV could be taken!. The estimation of both effects
shows, that they may result in 10–15 % variation of
xup(x)—increasing atx,0.3 and decreasing atx.0.3. The
second moment of the total~valence and sea! u-quark distri-
bution in pion was calculated in Ref.@25# using QCD sum
rules in external fields and it was found to be equal 0.3
60.03 ~at LQCD

LO 5100 MeV, Q0
251 GeV2). One may

expect that sea-quark comprises about 15% of the total. Tak-
ing this in mind as well as different values ofLQCD

LO andQ0
2

and the uncertainties of both calculations, our results do not
disagree with Ref.@25#.

In case ofu-quark distribution in longitudinally polarized
r meson the uncertainties inas^0uc̄cu0&2 do not play any
role, because of higher values ofM2 and the main source of
them is the perturbative corrections. They influence only
high x domain,x.0.5.

The accuracy of our results foru-quark distribution in
transversally polarizedr meson is worse, because of a large
role of d54 andd56 gluonic condensate contributions. The
variation of xur

T(x) arising from uncertainties ofd56 glu-
onic condensates was shown in Fig. 15. The gluonic conden-
sate^0u(as /p)G2u0& is also uncertain by a factor of 1.5. It

may result in 30–40 % variation ofxur
T at x'0.3–0.4, but

much less atx'0.5–0.6. At least, these uncertainties do not
influence the shape ofu-quark distribution.~The LO pertur-
bative corrections are no more than 20% at smallx and neg-
ligible at largex.!

Figure 16 gives the comparison of valenceu-quark distri-
butions in pion, longitudinally and transversally polarizedr
mesons. The shapes of curves are quite different, especially
of xur

T(x) in comparison withxur
L(x) andxup(x). Any un-

certainties in our calculations cannot influence this basic
conclusion. The values of moments of quark distributions are
also different—see the discussion at the end of Sec. IV.

The main physical conclusion is that the quark distribu-
tions in pion andr meson have not to much in common. The
specific properties of pion, as a Goldstone boson, manifest
themselves in different quark distributions in comparison
with r. SU(6) symmetry, probably, may take place for static
properties ofp and r, but not for their internal structure.
This fact is not surprising. Quark distributions have sense in
fastly moving hadrons. However,SU(6) symmetry cannot
be self-consistently generalized to relativistic case@26#. We
have no explanation, whyu-quark distributions in pion and
nonpolarizedr meson at 0.2,x,0.65 are close to one
another—is it a pure accident or there are some deep reasons
for it.
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Constituent quarks distribution in vector meson and it
polarization

J.Forshaw and R.Sandapen (JHEP 11,037,2010; Phys.Rev. Lett.
109,081601,2012)
Dipole model of strong interaction.

σL(T )(VN) =

∫
|ΨL(T )(r , z)|2σ(r)d2rdz
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Figure 6: The longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) light-cone wavefunctions squared corre-
sponding to the BG fits with additional end-point enhancement in the transverse wavefunction. The
solid and dashed curves are extracted after rescaling the data down by 5% and 12% respectively.
Both curves evaluated at r = 0.
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Figure 7: The extracted DA at µ = 1 GeV (solid) compared to the DA at 1 GeV of Ref. [22]
(dotted) and the asymptotic DA (dashed).
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Figure 4: The longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) light-cone wavefunctions squared corre-
sponding to the BG fit with additional end-point enhancement in the transverse wavefunction.
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Figure 5: The longitudinal (left) and transverse (right) light-cone wavefunctions squared corre-
sponding to the BG fits with (solid) and without (dashed) additional end-point enhancement in the
transverse wavefunction. The BG parameterization of Ref. [12] is also shown as the dotted curve.
All curves evaluated at r = 0.
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ω photoproduction in coherent process γA→ ωA

Why omega?
In ρ, ϕ photoproduction on nucleon at small momentum transfer
mesons are transversely polarized as a photon λ = ±1 (S-channel
helicity conservation). On the other hand in γ + N → ω + N at JLab
energies the essential contribution gives the pion exchange. For
instance at Eγ = 5GeV the contribution of pion exchange and
diffraction (Pomeron exchange) are almost equal.Unlike diffraction
the pion exchange leads to copious production of longitudinally
polarized omega mesons.
On the other hand amplitudes with exchange of particle with isotopic
spin one (pion in our case) has different signs in photoproduction on
proton and neutron. Thus in coherent production where one has to
sum the elementary production amplitudes the contribution of pion
exchange cancelled, which leads to production of only transversely
polarized omega mesons.
Thus from the absorption of ω’s in the coherent photoproduction one
can extract only σT (ωN).
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ω photoproduction in incoherent process γA→ ωA′

dσA(q)

dt
=

dσ0(q)

dt
(ρ00N(0, σL) + (1− ρ00)N(0, σT ))

N(0, σ) =

∫
1− exp(−σ

∫
ρ(b, z)dz)

σ
d2b

dσ0(q)
dt , ρ00-nucleon. If σT = σL the nuclear transparency gets the well

known form Aeff = dσA
dt /

dσ0(q)
dt = N(0, σ). The relation between the

spin density matrix elements in photoproduction off nuclei ρA
00 and

nucleons ρ00 in this approach reads:

ρA
00 =

N(0, σL)

ρ00N(0, σL) + (1− ρ00)N(0, σT )
ρ00

If σT = σL the spin density matrix elements on nucleon and nuclei are
the same. On the other hand the dependence of the ρA

00 on mass
number A indicates that the interaction of vector mesons with different
polarizations with matter is diverse.
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Conclusions

1) From the coherent photoproduction γ + A→ ω + A one can obtain
the value of the transverse cross section σT (ωN).
Two experiments: DESY 70,Eγ=5.7GeV ω → π0γ;, Cornell
70,Eγ=6.8GeV ω → π0π+π−;
σ(ωN) = σ(ρN) = 27± 6mb
2) From the incoherent photoproduction γA→ ω + A′ one can extract
the longitudinal cross section σL(ωN). Never measured!!!
To use this unique challenge GlueX has to measure:
a) Differential cross section of ω photoproduction on the set of nuclei
in the interval of transfer momentum 0 < |t | < 0.6GeV 2 and photon
energy 5GeV < Eγ < 12GeV
b) The spin density matrix elements ρ00 on the nucleon and a set of
nuclei.
Such measurement allow to get for the first time a unique information
on impact of vector mesons polarization on their interaction with
matter!!!
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